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Abstract
Mental health problems and problems with social function-
ing continue to exact a large toll on society. In the recent
decades, several psychiatric diseases have accounted for
an increasing percentage of global health care costs. Ad-
vances in computational behavior analyses and healthcare
screening technologies provide an opportunity to create a
profound impact on science and the treatment of mental
health problems. Automatic algorithms to detect depres-
sion from individuals’ nonverbal and verbal behavior have
been lauded as a way to increase objectivity, accessibility,
and acceptance. However, these advanced methods are
only useful for screening for health-related problems if they
can be applied in broad contexts. For accessibility to be in-
creased, these technologies have to be deployable widely.
To truly reach the masses healthcare screening tools need
to work when data is collected naturalistically in the wild
(i.e., online) through individuals’ personal mobile devices -
outside artificial and controlled conditions of the laboratory.
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Introduction
Mental health problems continue to exact a large toll on
society 1. In the recent decades, several psychiatric dis-
eases increased in the percentage of the global cost of dis-
ease they account for2. Likewise, poor social connection
(i.e., loneliness) is associated with a slew of health risks
from poor cardiovascular health to reduced immune system
functioning [4]. Computational advances and novel ways of
gathering, processing, and managing data provide an op-
portunity to create a profound impact on science and the
treatment of mental and social health problems. More and
more commonly used computational methods are beginning
to be applied in mental healthcare and behavioral research
[12, 5]. Such innovations are being used for screening for
mental health problems, as well as other health-related is-
sues. For example, algorithms to detect depression from
audio- and video-channels have been lauded as a way
to increase accessibility, overcome stigma, and ultimately
helping more people get screened [12, 5, 18, 17].

However, these advanced methods - primarily investigated
in controlled laboratory settings - are only useful for screen-
ing for health problems or social dysfunction if they can be
applied in broader naturalistic contexts. For accessibility
to be increased, for more people to get screened, these
technologies have to be deployable to a number of con-
texts, such as a variety of healthcare facilities, offices, labs,
and clinics. Beyond that, to truly reach the masses, such

1Insel, T. (2011). Director’s Blog: The Global Cost of Men-
tal Illness http://www.nimh.nih.gov/about/director/2011/
the-global-cost-of-mental-illness.shtml.

2World Economic Forum The Global Economic
Burden of Non-Communicable Diseases, http://
www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Harvard_HE_
GlobalEconomicBurdenNonCommunicableDiseases_2011.pdf
and World Health Organisation Global Status Report on Noncommuni-
cable Diseases, http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/148114/1/
9789241564854_eng.pdf.

healthcare screening tools need to work when audio- and
video-channels are collected online, through either individ-
uals’ personal computers or their mobile devices. These
approaches must be capable of obtaining clear behavioral
signals, in spite of background noise and other conditions,
that present unique sensing and inference challenges when
compared with data obtained in the controlled laboratory
conditions that were used in the original development and
assessment of such algorithms.

Research Agenda
For healthcare screening to be successful it needs to be
widely accessible. Mobile devices and pervasive access
to the Internet via smartphones rank among the most dis-
ruptive technologies of the 21st century and large parts
of the population have access to it. The Pew Research
Center has identified that 64% of all Americans own smart-
phone devices with only limited variance across a number
of socio-economic variables including gender, age, income,
education, as well as ethnicity and geography3. Through
these means, we can explicitly seek to include new and di-
verse populations from a range of cultural, socio-economic,
and geographic backgrounds as such an approach is not
limited to restrictive laboratory settings. The opportunity to
test automatic behavioral analyses technologies on these
diverse populations is a challenging task with many com-
plex variables. However, individuals from lower income fam-
ilies and rural areas are in fact the biggest potential benefi-
ciaries of comprehensive low-cost healthcare screening, as
these parts of society often suffer from significant barriers
to care and help-seeking. In particular, social and cultural
stigma, limited access, as well as availability of necessary

3Smith, A. & Page, D. (2015). U.S. Smartphone Use in 2015. Pew
Research Center Report. http://www.pewinternet.org/files/2015/03/
PI_Smartphones_0401151.pdf.
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healthcare services rank among the top. We aim to allevi-
ate these unresolved issues through the use of novel web-
based technology and an interdisciplinary approach to ex-
pand comprehensive healthcare screening at minimal cost.
In the following, we introduce some of our key technologies
that further this research agenda.

MultiSense
The software platform MultiSense, enables the acquisi-
tion, integration, and real-time evaluation of multimodal
human behavior, which is essential for behavior analytics.
The most recent version of MultiSense integrates many
technologies developed by our team including the CLNF
FaceTracker [2, 3] for facial landmark tracking (66 facial
feature points), GAVAM HeadTracker [15] for 3D head posi-
tion and orientation, head and arm gesture recognition [14]
and acoustic analysis of vocalizations [10, 16]. MultiSense
also integrates commercial hardware such as Microsoft
Kinect sensor. For the processing of the speech signals, we
use our freely available COVAREP toolbox, a collaborative
speech analysis repository [7]. COVAREP provides an ex-
tensive selection of open-source robust and tested speech
processing algorithms enabling comparative and coopera-
tive research within the speech community.

Figure 1: Visualization of
MultiSense Framework.

SimSensei

Figure 2: SimSensei Virtual
Human Interviewer.

SimSensei is a virtual human that interviews people (VH-
interviewer) and identifies verbal and nonverbal indicators
of mental illness. Upon completion of distress question-
naires, participants were asked to sit down in a chair facing
the VH-interviewer directly, which was displayed on a large
50-inch monitor at about 1.5m distance. Within this work
we utilize the SimSensei virtual human platform designed
to create an engaging interaction through both verbal and
nonverbal communicative channels [8]. The interaction be-
tween the participants and the fully automatic virtual hu-

man was designed as follows: the virtual human explains
the purpose of the interaction and that it will ask a series
of questions. It further tries to build rapport with the par-
ticipant in the beginning of the interaction with a series of
ice-breaker questions about Los Angeles, the location of
the recordings. Then SimSensei follows with a series of
more personal, open-ended clinically oriented questions
with varying polarity. The agent asks both positive ques-
tions like: “What would you say are some of your best qual-
ities?” or “What are some things that usually put you in a
good mood?”, as well as more negative questions such
as: “Do you have disturbing thoughts?” or “What are some
things that make you really mad?”. Final “cool down” ques-
tions were also asked like: “Tell me about something you
did recently that you really enjoyed?” or “When was the last
time you felt really happy?”. This interview takes from 30-
60 minutes, depending on the participant. However, for the
purposes of the proposed work, 6 of these questions will
be selected for SimSensei to ask participants online, taking
about 12 minutes (2 minutes per question). The first ques-
tion will serve as a proxy for the icebreaker phase, ques-
tions 2 through 5 were selected from the personal open-
ended questions, and one final “cool down” question. Like
interacting with a human interviewer, VH-interviewers can
engage in rapport-building; and, like traditional computer-
administered assessments, VH-interviewers can also in-
crease willingness to disclose by anonymity. Specifically,
our research has found that, while interacting with a VH-
interviewer, holding the belief that the VH is run automati-
cally by the computer - without oversight by a human being
- will increase willingness to disclose. Specifically, interact-
ing with VH-interviewers reduces psychological barriers to
disclosure (fear of self-disclosure, impression management)
and increases open, disclosure behavior in the interview
[12].



Prior Investigations
Utilizing the above introduced technologies, we have pur-
sued nonverbal indicators of depression severity in both
community and clinical samples. Within the Detection and
Computational Analysis of Psychological Signals (DCAPS)
project, we analyzed nonverbal behavioral indicators for de-
pression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in civil-
ian and veteran populations. We investigated the capabili-
ties of automatic nonverbal behavior descriptors to identify
behavioral indicators of depression and/or PTSD from video
recordings of semi-structured interviews (Scherer et al.,
2014; Stratou, et al., 2014). We found several statistically
significant differences in the nonverbal behavior of subjects
screened as having depression and/or PTSD as automat-
ically measured with our behavior tracking algorithms. For
example, an increased overall downward angle of the gaze
could be identified. Further, we could identify on average
significantly less intense smiles for subjects with psycho-
logical disorders as well as significantly shorter average
durations of smiles.

In addition, subjects with psychological conditions exhibit on
average longer self-touches and fidget on average longer
with both hands (e.g. rubbing, stroking) and legs (e.g. tap-
ping, shaking). Further, in Stratou, et al. (2014) we found
reduced emotional variability in facial expressions in sub-
jects with depression and PTSD and revealed that there
are strong gender dependent effects within different behav-
ioral indicators. We investigated acoustic behavioral indica-
tors of PTSD and depression from the participants’ speech
(Scherer, et al., 2013; Scherer, et al., 2015). In particular,
we focused on speaker-independent vocal tract features
characterizing the speech on a breathy to tense voice qual-
ity dimension. Using this approach, we observed significant
differences in the speakers’ voice quality with respect to
symptoms of depression and PTSD when compared to con-

trol participants. In particular, speakers with psychological
disorders exhibit more tense voice qualities, confirming the
previously published results (Flint, et al., 1993; Cummins,
et al., 2015). Further, we identified that individuals suffer-
ing from depression and/or PTSD run their vowels together
and cover a narrower range of frequencies (Scherer, et al.,
2015).

Conclusions
For example, reduced frequency range in vowel produc-
tion is a well documented speech characteristic of indi-
viduals suffering from psychological and neurological dis-
orders, including but not limited to depression [6, 5, 17],
cerebral palsy [11], amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [19], and
Parkinson’s disease [13]. However, the assessment and
documentation of reduced vowel space often either rely
on subjective assessments or on analysis of speech un-
der constrained laboratory conditions (e.g. sustained vowel
production, designed reading tasks), rendering analysis im-
practical and expensive [1]. Such limited and constrained
approaches are at present the only ways to assess such
acoustic characteristics, that would otherwise be inaccessi-
ble to the clinician.

Hence, we aim towards the development and deployment of
automatic approaches to support clinicians and healthcare
providers with much needed additional, quantified, and ob-
jective measures of nonverbal behavior to allow for a more
informed and objective assessment of an individual’s health
status [9, 18].
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